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network effects enhanced the role of quality.
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make more headway against Microsoft W i n -

How Quality Wins
If network effects were dominant, an early
entrant w o u l d d o m i n a t e a market, and
there w o u l d be no subsequent changes in
market leadership. But in the markets we
studied, there were frequent changes in
market leadership:
•The average duration of market leadership ranged from 5.5 years in operating
systems to as short as two years in Web
browsers.
•The average duration for market leadership in the markets we studied was only
•In 10 markets, there were multiple

choose their brand primarily on the direct
or indirect benefits accruing from the net-

dows? Why does Apple stillonlysellaminority

w o r k of current users, rather than solely

of the personal computers in the United

from the intrinsic quality of the brand.
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tomers to quality and superior brands.

3.8 years.
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Why does the free Linux operating system not

In other words, network effects drove cus-

switches in market share leadership.
•Overall, there were a total of 34 switches
in market share leadership.
To the extent that there were changes in

However, based on our historical analysis

market leadership, were those changes related

runaway success of its iPad, iPhone and iPod?

of 19 markets for technology hardware, soft-

to quality? Based on our study, the answer is

One answer involves what economists call

ware and services in the 1980s and 1990s,

yes. Consider the market share flows of the

network effects—a term that refers to the ad-

we found that while network effects do affect

three major word processing brands between

ditional benefits that accrue to a product or

market share flows, quality prevails. In our

the mid-1980s and 1990s: Microsoft W o r d ,

its accessories w i t h an increasing number of

study, we defined quality as a composite

WordStar and WordPerfect. The quality of

users. For example, far more programs run

of the brand attributes (such as reliability,

WordStar, the early market leader, started

on Microsoft Windows than on Linux.

performance and con-

slipping in 1984 and never re-
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States despite its devoted followers and the

In economics, the conventional wisdom

venience) that custom-

covered. Consequently, it lost

is that network effects can and often do

ers v a l u e d . We t h e n

its dominant market position

o v e r w h e l m q u a l i t y considerations, en-

derived our measure of

for g o o d by 1988, l e a v i n g

abling early market entrants to dominate a

quality from the reviews

W o r d and WordPerfect t o

market even w i t h inferior products. The

in four of the most re-

battle it out for quality and

classic e x a m p l e is the success of the

spected a n d w i d e l y

market share for the next few

QWERTY keyboard over the supposedly

circulated computer

years. By 1991, W o r d was the

superior Dvorak keyboard. Some econo-

magazines of the time.

clear leader in quality and, a

mists have argued that new consumers

We selected the personal

couple of years later, became

the undisputed leader in market share.
The other markets we studied showed a
similar dynamic. Out of the 34 switches in
market share leadership in our study, 18%
were related to a switch in quality leadership
during the same year, 50% were related to a

is.

switch in quality leadership in p r i o r years

na

and 20% were related to the subdominant
brand already having had superior quality
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to the dominant brand. Only about 12% of
the switches in market share leadership had
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no relationships to quality changes. Further
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statistical analyses confirmed the l i n k between quality and market share: Switches in
quality leadership that occurred two years
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earlier had the most impact on switches in
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market share leadership. We also found that,
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in cases where a small brand's quality exceeded that of a larger-share brand's, the
greater the quality difference between the

a

two, the more probable was a switch in mar-
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ket share leadership.
In the high-tech markets we studied, we
found that the best quality product — not
the first to enter and b u i l d a network of
users — ultimately dominated the market.
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While network effects exist, there are several

economists' assumptions. First, there is a
continuous stream of new products and
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technologies that hits the market at regular
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markets operate differently f r o m some
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ways in w h i c h c o n t e m p o r a r y high-tech

intervals, challenging established positions
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and hierarchies. Second, because the majority of consumers find it difficult to make a
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choice among competing brands, they look
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around for information. They often rely on
experts or informed consumers who have
reviewed or bought a similar product rela-

ut

tively recently. A consequence of the reliance
on experts or informed consumers is that

A

the uninformed consumers tend to buy better quality products than they w o u l d have
chosen without the benefit of others' expertise. That effect then propagates t h r o u g h
the network over time. As a result, network
effects in these markets actually enhance the
(Continued on page 16)

How Quality Drives the Rise and Fall of High- Tech Products (Continued from page 15)

speed w i t h w h i c h good-quality products

At the brand level, our theory helps ex-

new media. Our findings suggest that net-

plain why late entrants such as Apple's iPod

works enhance rather than stymie the role

and Microsoft's W o r d can be successful.

of q u a l i t y — and argue against r u s h i n g

Implications for Managers

When the iPod was introduced in 2001, it

products to market.

Managers in high-tech industries frequently

was a late entrant in the MP3 player market.

need to balance product quality and time-to-

It went up against earlier MP3 players, i n -

market. The current practice, influenced by a

c l u d i n g one by Sony, w h i c h had a good

Apple had no significant experience, users or

of users. This practice may contribute to the

reputation in music. However, the iPod suc-

high failure rate of new high-tech products.

ceeded because of the superior convenience

Based on our research, we recommend a very

of the product, software and accessories relative to prevailing competitors. Once it built a

put more emphasis on the quality of their

cadre of users, Apple was able to leverage the

new products than on the speed to market.

user network to spread good word of mouth.

Second, they should attempt to generate

Even though our study was conducted
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different approach. First, managers need to
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gain an early advantage by building a network
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pioneered the Walkman. Prior to the iPod,
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reputation for music players because it had

market even at the cost of quality, in order to
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belief in network effects, often is to rush to
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in the context of high-tech products, the

among users — especially influential and

findings have wide implications and appli-

quality-conscious users — through mecha-

cations to other areas. As technologies
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positive word of mouth about their products

advance, h u m a n society is increasingly

user-generated social media.

wired through new social networks using
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